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Company: Ingredion

Location: , , Pakistan

Category: architecture-and-engineering

JOB TITLE: Production EngineerLOCATION: MP REPORTS TO: Production Manager

DIRECT REPORTS: N/A WORKPLACE TYPE: On-site Company Background: Ingredion is

a global Fortune 500 provider of ingredient solutions that touch millions of lives, every

day. With over 19,000 customers in 120 countries, we create solutions that help nourish,

comfort, and delight people all over the world. We are proud to source our strength from

nature. That’s why we’re growing sustainably, with an industry-leading product portfolio that

includes plant-based proteins, sugar alternatives and clean and simple ingredients that

deliver on changing consumer needs while protecting our planet. Although we are best

known for our food ingredients, we are much more than a food business. We co-create

bespoke solutions with our customers; from cosmetics and beauty to paper and textiles, to

pharmaceuticals, driven by relentless curiosity. We make it our business to anticipate industry

trends, and to bring together the potential of people, nature and technology to make life

better.Rafhan Maize is an affiliate of Ingredion Incorporated in Pakistan. Our strategy is a

unique blend of volume growth and operational excellence. We are pursuing tri dimensional

strategy to grow organically, geographically and by broadening ingredients portfolio. If you are

inspired by professional challenges and the rewards that come from a high level of

performance, then Ingredion (Rafhan Maize) is the company for you. At Ingredion (Rafhan

Maize) you can be a member of a globally connected team inspired to achieve great

things.We don’t just make ingredients. We create possibilities. Be What’s Next with us.

Production Engineer is responsible for implementation of integrated management system and

respective supervisory accountability to ensure satisfactory operation of the entire Division
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during the shift.Core Responsibilities:Operations: To provide support to Production Manager

and Principal Engineers in execution of special assignments.To facilitate R & T in execution of

new products trialsTo ensure safety of product, process equipment and workers.To achieve

daily / weekly production targets regarding both quality and quantity.To arrange manpower

from available strength for smooth working of the shift & marking attendance of the

workers.To ensure that different grades of the products are being kept separately, proper

packing material is being used and proper batch numbers / shipping marks are being

marked on the SKUs (Stock Keeping Units).To ensure that product losses are being

monitored & controlled and weighing scales are in perfect working order.To keep liaison with

the Production Engineers of other Divisions for shutdown, fully / partially operating the plant

and for maintenance & labor management.To Liaise with other departments, internal

customers, suppliers, and other service providers.To ensure that manufacturing materials and

supplies are sufficiently drawn from stores in time.Issuance of raw materials, chemicals

and packing materials from the store.To comply with the Occupational Health, Safety &

Environmental and other Company Policies.To ensure data filled by operators in log sheets is

appropriate and actual.To write shift performance report in the Digital Log and prepare

performance reports.To monitor KPIs & plan / execute action items for achieving individual

/ departmental goals.To ensure implementation of Performance Tools, Gemba walk, VPB,

SIC boards.To attend inter & intra departmental meetings and take actions / communicate

instructions accordingly down the line.To follow instructions from the Production / Senior

Managers passed on verbally or in writing.To write the Over Time Authorization Slips for the shift

associates.Recommendation of Leave Applications of shift associates.Quality Control:To

conduct RCAs of customer complaintsTo coordinate with Shift Analyst / Chemist to find any in-

process non-conformances and suggest / implement remedial action to avoid any off-code

production.To check the results of each batch of the product and instruct the operators

accordingly.To complete the NCIR of each non-conforming batch and keep its

record.Maintenance: To attend gate keeping and scheduling meetings on daily basisTo check

performance of process equipment, to ensure proper maintenance of the process

equipment and to report / inform the Principal Engineer / Production Manager, if

delayed.To ensure notifications for maintenance in SAP & follow up of the Jobs in timely

manner.To ensure work permit compliance and liaise with maintenance team in execution of

jobs.House Keeping:To ensure good housekeeping / hygiene of plant & maintain GMP in

areas of responsibility.Qualified candidates will have:Mandatory requirements:Qualification :



B.Sc. Chemical EngineeringExperience : Experience of 4 to 6 of years in relevant field

(preferably manufacturing - Chemical, Food / Pharma Process Industry)Desirable

requirements:Good communication skills.Computer Knowledge, MS Office Tools.Knowledge

about instrumentation and DCS/PLC operation.Understand lean manufacturing, labor

handling.Plant trouble shooting and controls.Basic knowledge of Implementation & Monitoring

of QMS, EMS, OHSE, HALAL, FSSC, GMP/HACCP.Required behaviors and

skills:Positive attitude with optimistic approach.Passionate & Motivated.Proactive

approach.Relocation Available:No
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